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Introduction 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is believed to be the correct theory of strong 
interactions in the high energy regime. According to QCD thermodynamics, a phase 
transition from a state in which quarks and gluons are confined within hadrons to 
a deconfined one should occur at extremely high temperatures and high energy 
densities. This de-confined state in which quarks and gluons are essentially free is 
called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). 
pnessune heat quank-gluon 
I plasma 
a- -3- §3 -^  i^ l 
t '^ -^  'it 
Figure 1: Phase transition originated by a high temperature and/or a high baryonic 
number density. 
This new state of matter is believed to have existed before few /isec after the 
Big Bang. It is of interest to mention that search for QGP received a big boost in 
mid eighties with the acceleration of heavy ions in the Super Proton Synchrotron 
at CERN, Geneva. Several fixed-target experiments provided results on different 
physical observables, revealing that a new state of matter with unusual properties 
is formed in the early stage of the collisions. Heavy-ion physics has now entered 
the collider era. Results from experiments at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider 
(RHIC) have provided further evidence for the long-sought Quark-Gluon Plasma 
and encourage the study of its properties at the Large Hadron CoUider (LHC) en-
ergy; energy density of the order of 100-600 times the normal nuclear density is 
likely to be reached in the collisions of lead nuclei at 5.5 TeV per nucleon. 
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) proposed in 1993 by CERN, is the 
only experiment at LHC entirely dedicated to the study of heavy-ion collisions. It 
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will investigate the predicted phase transition to the deconfined state expected at an 
energy density ~ 1 - 3 GeV/fm^ corresponding to a critical temperature of 150 - 200 
MeV. This experiment is mainly devoted to the study of QGP. It will be possible, by 
accelerating Pb ions, to achieve better conditions for what concerns energy density, 
spatial dimensions and mean life times of the produced systems and to study the 
suppression not only of J/I/J but also of T (upsilon) states. 
Machine 
BNL - AGS 
CERN - SPS 
BNL - AGS 
CERN - SPS 
BNL - RHIC 
CERN - LHC 
GSI - SIS 200 
Start 
1986 
1986 
1992 
1994 
2000 
~ 2007 
~ 2008 
Type 
Fixed target 
Fixed target 
Fixed target 
Fixed target 
Collider 
Collider 
Fixed target 
Beam 
28Si 
160, 32S 
19^  AU 
208pb 
i^^Au 
208pb 
92U 
v/^(GeV/A) 
5 
19 
5 
17 
200 
5500 
~ 7.5 
Table 1.1: Details about experimental facilities for high energy nuclear collisions 
involving different ion beams and center-of-mass energies. 
One of the most promising probe of the QGP formation is the production pat-
tern of heavy quarkonia resonances belonging to the ^/^l) and T families, which is 
sensitive to the medium, so that for deconfined matter the pattern will be different 
from the case of confined matter. It may be stressed that J/?/) and T production can 
be detected via their //"""/i" decay, with the forward muon spectrometer (Muon Arm) 
of the ALICE detector. Muon trajectories and momenta will be reconstructed by 
means of 10 tracking planes organized into five stations. These detectors are cath-
ode pad chambers for which a high spatial resolution and efficiency are required. 
Besides this, the last three stations involve mechanical and technical problems for 
which a modular approach has been chosen. Their construction is in the charge 
of CEA, Saclay, INFN, Cagliari, PNPI, Gatchina and SUBATECH, Nantes. IPN, 
Orsay is constructing Station 1. 
One of the quadrants (zeroth chamber) of Station 2 fabricated at Saha Institute 
of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata was tested with on-line beam (20 GeV proton beam) at 
Proton Synchrotron at CERN in November, 2003. During these tests, the perfor-
mance of MANAS chips was found to be acceptable for the Front End Electronics 
(FEE) of trackng chambers. 
Chapter 1 
The Quark-Gluon Plasma 
1.1 Introduction 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) describes the interaction between quarks via 
exchange of gluons. Two of the most important predictions of this theory are: 
(i) confinement of quarks inside hadrons (for large distances the chromodynamic 
forces can confine quarks and gluons in the hadrons) and 
(ii) occurrence of phase transition, above a critical value of the temperature 
and/or energy density, from a system made up of colorless hadrons to a deconfined 
phase in which hadronic matter is dissolved in its constituents. 
This prediction is particularly interesting for the cosmological scenario in the 
Standard Model: at the very early stage the Universe was in the QGP phase; dur-
ing the expansion the temperature reached the critical value Tc ~150 - 200 MeV, 
which means that about 10/is after the Big Bang as shown in Fig. 2 that marks the 
beginning of the hadrogenesys. The phenomenon is believed to have occurred during 
the phase transition and would have influenced the actual structure of the Universe. 
Furthermore, this study can help understand supernova explosion dynamics and the 
structure of neutron stars (the core of a neutron star is an example of 'cold' QGP). 
Experimentally, it is possible to achieve high temperatures and high energy den-
sities by means of heavy-ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies. In such collisions 
a large amount of energy is deposited during a relatively short time and in a small 
spatial region. This should allow to create a medium with density from 10 to 100 
times higher than the density of the ordinary nuclear matter. 
Ultra-relativistic heavy ions physics programme first started in 1986, when at 
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), BNL, designed for 30 GeV/c proton 
beams, Silicon nuclei were accelerated to 15.4 GeV/nucleon reaching a center-of-
mass energy, -y/s ~ 5 GeV per nucleon pair. In the same year, at the Super Protron 
Synchrotron (SPS), CERN, Oxygen (^ ^O) and Sulphur (•'^ S) nuclei were accelerated 
to an energy of 200 GeV/nucleon corresponding to ^/s ~ 19 GeV per nucleon pair. 
Since 1994 more favorable conditions have, in fact, been met by accelerating Pb 
10"^ 10"® 10"^ 1 10^ 10^ 10^^ 10^^ 10'^ 10^^ 
TIME AFTER BIG BANG (SECOMDS) 
Figure 2: Phases of the Universe after the Big Bang. 
ions at 158 GeV per nucleon at SPS, CERN. It is estimated that in these collisions 
an energy density of about 3 GeV/fm^ is reached, which is about 20 times higher 
than the normal nuclear density. This corresponds to a temperature of ~ 200 MeV 
(~ 2.3 X 10^^ K) which is about 5 orders of magnitude higher than the temperature 
of the center of the Sun. 
The above mentioned laboratories have constructed or are constructing colliding 
beam accelerators: at BNL, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) statrted 
operation in the year 2000; the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is under construction 
at CERN and is expected to start operation in the year 2007. LHC will allow to 
study Pb - Pb collisions at ^/s ~ 5.5 TeV per nucleon pair. A new facility, SIS 200, 
for the invesigation of the behaviour of nuclear matter at low temperatures and high 
densities has been proposed at GSI (Gasellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung). It will 
accelerate heavy-ion beams having energies upto 30 GeV/nucleon. 
1.2 Theoretical and phenomenological overview of 
the QGP phase transition 
Nuclear matter exists in different phases as a function of temperature and density. It 
is well described in Fig. 3, where a schematic phase diagram of strongly interacting 
matter is shown. From this figure following features are discernible [1]: 
• a 'liquid' phase, given by the atomic nuclei {p = 0.17 GeV/fm'^) exists at low 
temperatures; 
• the 'gaseous' phase, which corresponds to the hadronic phase coming from 
excitation of nuclei; 
• the 'solid' phase, which is represented by a highly compressed cold matter, as 
it may exist in the interior of the neutron stars; 
• the 'plasma' phase, at high temperature and/or density, identifiable with a 
quark-gluon deconfined matter; 
• a color 'superconductor' phase, expected at very high densities and low tem-
peratures, beyond the confinement transition with correlated quarks. 
A useful phenomenological description of quark confinement inside hadrons is pro-
vided by Bag Model [2]. According to this model, confinement is the result of the 
equilibrium between a bag pressure B, directed inward, and the stress originated by 
quark kinetic energy, leading to a stable system. 
To estimate the pressure it may be envisaged that there are N massless fermions 
in a spherical volume with radius R and in thermal equilibrium at temperaure T. 
The bag pressure (with h=c=l) is [3]: 
If, for example, we take into account a confinement radius of 0.8 fm for three 
quarks in baryons, an estimate of B^^ ^ = 206 MeV is obtained. If the pressure of 
the quark matter inside the bag is increased, there will be a point when the pressure 
directed outward is greater than the inward bag pressure. When this happens the 
bag can no longer confine particles inside it. A new phase of matter with quarks 
and gluons in a deconfined state is, therefore, possible. 
This pressure can originate either by high temperature or by a high baryon 
density. Both conditions could be simultaneously verified. 
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Figure 3: Phase diagram of strongly interacting matter indicating temperature and 
density regions that will be explored by the future experiments. 
1.2.1 QGP at high temperatures: 
Let's take into account a gas made up of quark-gluon system in thermal equilibrium 
at high temperature, T, within a volume V. Quarks and gluons are noninteracting 
and massless and there is no net baryon number, i.e., the numbers of quarks and 
antiquarks in the system are equal. The total pressure of this system at temperature 
T may be expressed [4] as: 
P = 3 7 ^ r (2) 
and the energy density can be written as: 
-TT 
30 (3) 
which gives an energy density of 2.54 GeV/fm^ at a temperature of 200 MeV. By 
combining Eqs. 1 and 2, the critical temperature at which the pressure of quark-
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gluon system equals the bag pressure is expressed as: 
Thus, for B /^'* = 206 MeV, as estimated in Section 1.2, Tc turns out to be ~ 144 
MeV. 
If the matter inside the bag attains a temperature higher than T^ the gas pres-
sure will be greater than the bag pressure, B. The bag will no longer be able to 
contain the matter and the deconfinement will occur. Such a deconfined phase is 
called Quark-Gluon Plasma. 
1.2.2 QGP with a high baryon density: 
It is possible that the pressure inside a bag can be large enough to lead to the 
deconfinement of the quark matter, even at T = 0. The matter inside the bag is 
visualized to be made by only quarks. The baryonic density is, therefore, very high. 
According to Pauli's exclusion principle no more than one fermion can be in a state 
characterized by definite quantum numbers. When the density increases, quarks 
must complete higher and higher momentum states. The quark gas pressure grows 
up owing to the gas degeneracy until it becomes higher than the bag pressure. When 
this happens, the bag pressure will not be able to hold the bag together. A state 
of quark matter in which the quarks become de-confined is then possible. Since the 
baryon number of each quark is 1/3, a high quark density implies a high baryonic 
density. The baryonic density at which such transition occurs is expressed [4] as: 
where g, is the degeneracy number of matter made by quarks. 
If the QGP is formed by compressing ordinary nuclear matter, which has only u and 
d valance quarks, the degeneracy number for such a quark matter is: 
gq = {^colors) x {2spins) x {2flavors) (6) 
For a bag pressure of B /^'* = 206 MeV, the critical baryon number density at which 
the compressed hadron matter becomes Quark-Gluon Plasma with a high baryon 
content at T = 0 is nB(QGP) ~ 0.72 nucleons/fm^. This value is about 5 times 
higher than the baryonic density (ug ~ 0.14 nucleons/fm^) for normal matter at 
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equilibrium. When the density of the baryons exceeds this density, the baryon bag 
pressure is not high enough to withstand the pressure due to the degeneracy of 
quarks, and the confinement of quarks within individual baryon bags will not be 
possible, leading to formation of a state of deconfined quarks. 
For a system whose temperature and net baryon density is not zero, the critical 
temperature at which the quark matter becomes deconfined, will lie between the 
limit of T = 0 for a degenetrate quark gas, and the other limit of Tc for a pure 
plasma with no net baryon density. This leads to a phase diagram illustrated in 
Fig. 4. Along the traditional x-axis, the baryonic chemical potential (a measure 
of the nucleon density) and the baryonic density relative to the ordinary one, are 
represented, while along y-axis temperature is plotted. 
In this figure the trajectories of the early Universe which it went through at the 
time of the Big Bang is displayed. It is very close to the critical temperature because 
the baryon density was very low. In fact, at the time of the Big Bang, excess of 
baryons over antibaryons or matter over antimatter, was very low. It is believed 
that the Universe went through this phase transition at about 10//s after the Big 
Bang. In this figure trajectories are also plotted that the matter would go in heavy-
ion collisions at SPS, AGS, RHIC and LHC energies. There is another interesting 
region of low temperature and high baryonic potential corresponding to neutron 
stars. In fact, the cores of some dense neutron stars might be in a deconfined state 
[5]. 
1.3 The QGP in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion colli-
sions: production and evolution 
Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions are the means to achieve the extreme temper-
ature and energy density conditions for the production of a deconfined matter. For 
the formation of QGP in laboratory, the following conditions need to be fulfilled [6]: 
• dimensions of the system have to be large with respect to the range of the 
strong interaction, around 1 fm, and it has to be made up of many particles to 
allow a description with macroscopic variables like temperautre, density, etc; 
• life time of the system should be larger than the typical relaxation time (TQ >> 
1 fmc~^), in order to use thermodynamical approach. On the other hand, 
equilibrium can be reached only in a interacting system, so that the number 
of collisions per particle must be greater than one; 
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Figure 4: Phase diagram of nuclear matter ,.v^  
• QCD predicts that the energy density needed for the QGP formation is of the 
order of 1 - 3 GeV/fm^, corresponding to a temperature Tc ~ 150 - 200 MeV 
and/or to a net baryon density pc ~ 5 - lOpo, where po = 0.17 GeV/fm^ is the 
density of the atomic nuclei. 
Characteristics of high energy heavy-ion collisions are investigated in terms of the 
following observables. 
First, there is an impact parameter, b, depicted in Fig. 5. In a nucleus-nucleus 
collision the centre of each colliding nucleus passes the other at a distance b, the 
so called impact parameter. The nucleons which are outside the overlapping region 
continue moving essentially unaffected and are called spectators. The nucleons which 
are in the overlapping region interact and give rise to the fireball, which we want to 
study, and are known as participants. 
spectators 
8—-
participants 
CENTRAL COLLISION 
PERIPHERAL COLLISION 
Figure 5: Schematic view of central and peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
Experimantally, the centrality of a collision can be estimated by measuring one 
of the following variables: 
• Nch, the number of charged particles produced in a given rapidity^ interval. 
^The rapidity, y, is defined as: 
1, (E + Pi) (7) 2 {E-pi) 
where E and p( represent respectively the total energy and longitudinal momentum of a particle 
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This quantity essentially increases in a linear fashion with the number of par-
ticipants. 
• the transverse energy^, Ex, which also increases with the number of partici-
pants. 
• The energy released by spectators. This "forward" energy can be measured 
by a Zero Degree Calorimeter (EZDC)-
Another characterization comes from the rapidity distribution of particles emitted 
in the collision. It depends on the stopping level that is due to the energy of the 
colliding nuclei. If the energy is low, the two nuclei will remain intact, simply 
'bouncing off' each other. With energy increasing to the values of AGS and SPS 
energies (Table 1.1), they will penetrate each other with the production of a highly 
excited nuclear matter at high baryon density which rapidly breaks up into nuclear 
fragments and some mesons. 
Projectile 
Flag mentation 
regbn 
of the target 
Central regbn 
Taiget 
Fragmentation 
regbn 
of the projectile 
Had ron lotion 
4 Target Projectile 
lulesonsdistributbn 
in the central 
region 
Target and projectile 
fragments 
Figure 6: Representation of a high energy central nucleus-nucleus collision as a 
function of rapidity. 
^The transverse energy is defined as E^ = J27=i ^i sin^,, where E; and 6i are respectively the 
energy and the angle formed by the particle direction with respect to the z axis. In a fixed target 
experiment such axis corresponds to the beam direction. The sum includes all particles produced 
during the interaction. 
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When the incident energy is relatively higher, as is the case of RHIC and LHC, 
the nuclei become 'transparent' due to relativistic effect: they pass through each 
other leaving a 'vapour trail' at zero baryon density, which eventually decays into 
hadrons [7]. In the center-of-mass system, we can expect a rapidity distribution as 
the one shown in Fig. 6: in the beginning, target and projectile take up the rapidity 
regions y = ±yo, where yo depends on the incident energy, after the collision the 
incident nuclei fragments remain at ±yo and the excited fireball is in the central 
rapidity region, namely, at y = 0. 
In heavy-ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies, the energy obtained is nearly 
proportional to the number of interacting nucleons. Due to the Lorentz contraction 
the two colliding nuclei appear as thin disks as exhibited in Fig. 7. The collision 
between nucleons occur, therefore, at the same time and in the same spatial position. 
In such collisions, nucleons lose most of their energy and a high energy density region 
is created [4]. A high energy deposition is foreseen to give rise to a fireball of quarks 
and gluons in a deconfined state. 
Figure 7: Simplified picture of Pb-Pb collisions. 
The space-time evolution of the fireball, schematized in Fig. 8, may be studied 
in terms of Bjorken model [8]. The thermalization of the plasma may take place 
after a time of about 1 fm/c after the collision; the system then evolves according 
to the hydrodynamic laws. 
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Figure 8: Space-time evolution of fireball according to the Bjorken model. 
During the expansion there is a decrease of temperature and the fireball gets in 
to a mixed phase in which a gas of quarks, gluons and hadrons can exist, when the 
hadronization of quarks begins. This process stops after about 10 - 20 fm/c from 
the beginning of the collision. The hadron gas cools down due to expansion and 
freeze-out when the interaction among the hadrons stops. 
~ . . I 
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Chapter 2 
Signatures of Quark-Gluon Plasma forma-
tion and new physics scenario at LHC 
2.1 QGP signatures 
Description about the evolution of the matter produced after the collision of two 
heavy nuclei at very high energies was presented in the previous chapter; the pro-
duced matter may be in the QGP phase. Subsequent expansion and cooling allows 
the matter to return to the hadronic phase. The particles which arise from the inter-
actions between the constituents of the plasma will provide information concerning 
the state of the plasma. 
Various signals for QGP formation have been proposed. Some of the important 
signals are discussed in this chapter. 
The thermodynamic phase of the created plasma can be measured by dileptons 
and thermal photons. 
A signature for the production of the deconfined medium could come from the 
measurement of heavy quarkonia production, which is sensitive to the conditions of 
the created matter. 
Another signature for the deconfinement could be the so-called strangeness en-
hancement. 
2.1.1 Dilepton production in the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
The production of a lepton pair {l'^l~ pair) could provide information about the 
occurrence of the phase transition from confined to de-confined matter. 
In the quark-gluon plasma, a quark can interact with an antiquark to form a 
virtual photon 7* and the virtual photon may subsequently decay into a lepton 1~ 
and an antilepton l"*". 
The system of the produced lepton-antilepton pair is called a dilepton. It is 
also called an l^l" pair or simply a lepton pair. The dilepton is characterized by a 
dilepton invariant mass squared A/^  = (P;+ -hP;-)^, where P/+ and P;- are the four-
momenta of 1+ and 1~ and a dilepton transverse momentum pr — {PI+)T + {PI-)T, 
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where {PI+)T, {PI-)T are the transverse momenta of 1+ and 1~ [4] leptons. ; 
Drell-Yan process 
The Drell-Yan process for dilepton production is important for large values of the 
invariant masses of the/+/" pair. . -^  
In the Drell-Yan process in a nucleus-nucleus collision, a valance quark of 
Figure 9: Diagram showing Drell-Yan process producing a dilepton pair. 
a nucleon of one of the nuclei is visualized to interact with a sea antiquark of a 
nucleon of the other nucleus. They annihilate to form a virtual photon, which 
subsequently decays into a l'^l~ pair. In this process, the effects of the correlations 
of the nucleons within a nucleus are not important and the nucleons are considered 
to be independent. The production of l'^l~ pairs under the Drell-Yan process in 
heavy-ion collisions can be considered as arising from a collection of independent 
nucleon-nucleon collisions [4]. 
The diagram for the Drell-Yan process in a nucleon-nucleon collision is illustrated 
in Fig. 9. 
Dilepton production from hadrons and resonances 
Dilepton pairs can also arise from the decay of hadron resonances such as p°, u)^, 
0° and J/i/^. Hadron - hadron collisions and hadron resonance decays are, therefore, 
additional sources of l^l~ pairs. 
Since the pre-dominant constituents of the hadronic matter are pions [4], for 
simplicity hadronic matter is considered to consist only of pions. A collision of TT"*" 
with 7r~ leads to a /+/" pair, as depicted in Fig. 10. In a vector dominance model 
[4], a p° meson intermediate state is represented by a solid line. 
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Figure 10: Diagram for the reaction 7r+ + TT -^ l~^ + I . 
Dileptons from the decay of charm particles 
In hardscattering of nucleons, charm mesons such as D"*" and D~ are produced. In 
particular, in the lowest order QCD theory, the quark of one nucleon is envisaged 
to interact with an antiquark of the other nucleon to form a virtual gluon which 
decays into a cc pair, 
q + q ->• g* ^ c + c (8) 
A cc pair can also be produced by the interaction of a gluon of one nucleon with 
a gluon of the other colliding nucleon, 
/ -• g + g ^ g * - ^ c + c (9) 
A charm meson D"*" is a composite particle which consists of a charm quark and 
an antiquark, u, d or s. The corresponding antiparticle D~ meson is a composite 
particle which consists of an anticharm quark and a u - , d - , o r s - quark. Following 
the production of the cc pair in a nucleon-nucleon hard-scattering by the processes 
(8) and (9), the fragmentation of the c quarks into a D^ meson and the fragmentation 
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of the c antiquark into a D" meson result in the production of D"'"D~ pair. The 
subsequent decay of the D"*" into 1+X (for example, through the decay of D"*" —>• 
l+K^i/i) and the decay of D~ into 1~X (for example, through the decay of D~ —>• 
l~K°i>i) give rise to a 1+1" pair. 
2.1.2 Photon production in the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
In the quark-gluon plasma, a quark can interact with an antiquark to produce a 
photon and a gluon, 
q + q ^ 7 + g (10) 
This process is called the annihilation process. 
A gluon can interact with a quark to produce a photon by the reaction 
9 + q^J + q, (11) 
or with an antiquark to produce a photon by the reaction 
p + q - > 7 + q- (12) 
This is analogous to the scattering of a photon off a charged particle, which is 
called the Compton scattering. Hence, the above process is known as QCD Compton 
process [4]. 
Photon production by hadrons 
Besides the emission of photons from the quark-gluon plasma, photons can also be 
emitted from the hot hadron gas. 
A TT"*" meson can annihilate a 7r~ meson to form a photon and a p° meson 
7r+ + TT" -> 7 + p° (13) 
A 7r+ or a n~ meson can also interact with a 7r° meson to produce a photon and 
a p meson, 
7r^  + 7 r ° ^ 7 + p* (14) 
The TCTT -^ 7p reaction, characterized by reactions (13) and (14) are analogous 
to qq —> 7 + g annihilation. 
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A pion can also interact with a p° meson to produce a photon and a scattered 
pion as in the following reactions [4] 
7r=^+ p°->• 7 + 7r=^ , (15) 
TT^  + p"^-^7 + 7r°, (16) 
7r° + p ^ - ^ 7 + 7r .^ (17) 
These reactions are analogous to the Compton process. 
2.1.3 Heavy quarkonia suppression in the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
Heavy quarkonia suppression is considered to be one of the most important probes 
for the occurrence of phase transition to QGP. 
During the pre-equilibrium phase, hard scattering processes among partons lead 
to production of heavy quarks and antiquarks, c, c, b, b. Later, cc and bb can 
propagate respectively as i/ip (hidden charm) or as T (hidden bottom). They can 
be produced directly by gg -^ cc (bb) or qq —)• cc (bb) processes, otherwise they 
can come from the decay of the corresponding excited states (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). 
i/ijj and T have masses 3.1 GeV/c^ and 9.4 GeV/c^ respectively. 
According to a model due to Matsui and Satz [9], J/I/J and T productions are 
sensitive to the nature of the created medium: in a deconfined state and over a cer-
tain temperature they would melt through color screening. Therefore, suppression 
of heavy resonances production in nuclear collisions would indicate the formation of 
QGP. 
If we consider a ^/tp as a two-body system made by a charm quark interacting 
with an anticharm quark, in the absence of QGP, the resulting potential will be [4]: 
V{r) = ^ + ar (18) 
47rr 
where q is the color charge and a represents the string tension coefficient. 
This is the sum of a Coulomb potential and of a confining potential between c 
and c, which increases with distance. 
Considering the presence of J / ^ in a QGP state, the potential will be modified 
to Yukawa potential: 
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Resonance 
J/V^ 
i;' 
XcO 
Xc\ 
Xc2 
Branching ratios 
(%) 
hadron (87.7 ± 0.5) 
e+e- (5.93 ± 0.10) 
//+/i- (5.88 ± 0.10) 
J/V' + anything (55±5) 
e+e- (0.88 ± 0.13) 
M+/i" (1.03 ± 0.35) 
J / ^ + 7 (0.66±0.18) 
J/V' + 7 (27.3±1.6) 
J/t/; + 7 (13.5±1.1) 
Mass 
(MeV/c2) 
3096.87 ± 0.004 
3685.96±0.09 
3415.1±0.8 
3510.51±0.12 
3556.18±0.13 
Table 2.1: Main decay modes of some charmonium resonances [10]. 
Resonance 
T 
-y~/ 
"V'll 
Branching ratios 
(%) 
hadron (~ 92.5) 
e+e" (2.38 ± 0.11) 
//+^- (2.48 ± 0.06) 
T + anything (~ 28) 
e+e- (1.18 ± 0.2) 
//+//- (1.31 ± 0.21) 
T' + anything(10.6±0.8) 
T + anything (~ 6.7) 
//+//- (1.81 ± 0.17) 
e+e" seen 
Mass 
(MeV/c2) 
9460.30 ± 0.26 
10023.26 ± 31.10"^ 
10355.2 ± 5.10-^ 
Table 2.2: Main decay modes of some bottomonium resonances [10]. 
V{r) q e 
-rl\D 
QGP 47r r 
The Debye screening length A^ represents the range up to which the interaction 
between c and c is effective. Above this value, the interaction decreases exponentially 
with distance. When the resonance dimensions are larger than A j^, the dissociation 
of quark and antiquark pairs may take place. 
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Figure 11: Debye radius as a function of T/Tc. The bands correspond to the critical 
Debye radius for different charmonium states. 
It may be noted that Ap is inversely proportional to the temperature and in Fig. 
11 this behaviour is clearly reflected. The bands, which intersect the XD curve, rep-
resent the dimensions of some charmonium states. When the critical temperature 
is exceeded, c and c binding is broken, starting with the most weakly bound state. 
Such quarks then combine with light quarks or antiquarks and hadronize as open 
charm mesons like D"^  and D° (cd and cu), D~ and D'^ (cd and cu), D^ (cs) and Dg 
(5s). 
Different binding energies of the cc involve a hierarchy of suppression. The bind-
ing energies and dissociation parameters for different quarkonium states are listed 
in Table 2.3. In the table T^, //(Id) and fi{Tc) represent respectively the dissoci-
ation temperature, chemical potential at dissociation and critical temperature. In 
fact, ip' and x start to be suppressed at lower temperatures in comparison to J/V', 
since they are more loosely bound. Since 3ftp is smaller and more tightly bound, its 
dissociation is expected to start at about 1.2Tc. As the temperature increases more 
bound states will melt and such trend can be also used to estimate the temperature 
of the system. 
2.1.4 Strangeness enhancement in the Quark-Gluon Plasma 
Strangeness enhancement as a signal of QGP formation was proposed in 1982 by 
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Resonance 
J / ^ 
Xc(lP) 
^P'{2S) 
T 
X6(1P) 
T'(2S) 
X6(2P) 
T"(3S) 
Binding energy (MeV) 
640 
250 
60 
1100 
670 
550 
305 
200 
Td/Te 
1.10 
0.74 
0.1 - 0.2 
2.31 
1.13 
1.10 
0.83 
0.75 
/ i ( T e ) / / i ( T d ) 
0.91 
* 
* 
0.43 
0.88 
0.91 
* 
* 
Table 2.3: Binding energies and dissociation parameters of different quarkonium 
states [11, 12]. 
J. Rafelski and B. MuUer [13]. The basis of such an idea is the requirement of a 
large gluon density and a low energy threshold for the occurrence of the dominant 
QCD processes of ss production, which make the production and equilibration of 
strangeness very significant. 
In the QGP, strange quarks and antiquarks can be produced by collisions among 
the constituents of the plasma. There are two processes by which ss pairs can be 
produced. Strange quark and antiquark pair can be produced by light quark and 
antiquark collision through the reactions 
u + u —>• s + s 
and 
d + d -)• s + s 
The above reactions are special cases of the more general reaction 
q + q- ) ' Q + Q 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
where q is a light quark, u or d, and Q is a moderately-heavy or a heavy quark such 
as s quark or c quark. 
Reaction (22) is not the only one which produces strangeness in the plasma. 
Strange quarks and antiquarks can also be produced by the collision of gluons in 
the plasma through the reaction 
g + g ->• s + s (23) 
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which is a special case of the more general reaction 
(24) 
The masses of the deconfined s or s quarks are predicted [4] to be about 350 MeV 
lower than those of quarks confined within hadrons, due to the partial restoration 
of chiral symmetry. The strange quark should be very sensitive to such process. Its 
constituent mass is about 500 MeV so its bare mass should be around 150 MeV. 
While in hadronic matter the production probability for strange quark is low due to 
its high mass, strangeness production should be enhanced if the system is deconfined 
since the mass goes down to a value comparable with the critical temperature (100 
- 200 MeV). Strangeness production is also favoured by Pauli's blocking of u and d 
states. 
When the plasma cools down, it eventually hadronizes, leading, therefore, to 
an increase of strange hadrons. Such enhancement should be larger for particles of 
higher strangeness content. 
2.2 New physics scenarios at LHC energies 
In 2007, the Large Hadron CoUider (LHC) at CERN will be the highest energy 
accelerator operating on the Earth. Its approved experimental program includes a 
strong heavy-ion collision component, with one dedicated to heavy-ion experiment, 
ALICE. Some of the parameters characterizing a nucleus-nucleus collision for SPS, 
RHIC and LHC are listed [14] in Table 2.4 which should be condsidered as an order-
of-magnitude comparison tool. 
Parameters for 
central A-A collisions 
yi/A (GeV) 
d'Sch/dr] 
e (GeV/fm^) 
Vf (fm^) 
TQGP (fm/c) 
To^^^ (fm/c) 
SPS 
17 
400 
2.9 
few 10^ 
< 2 
1 
RHIC 
200 
650 
25 
few 10^ 
2 - 4 
0.2 
LHC 
5500 
2 - 8 X 10^ 
200 
few 10^ 
> 10 
0.1 
Table 2.4: Comparison of parameters in A - A collisions. 
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The center-of-mass energy for heavy-ion physics at the LHC will exceed that of 
RHIC by a factor of about 30. This provides an exciting opportunity for addressing 
unique physics issues in a completely new energy domain [15]: 
• LHC is believed to be a more efficient QCD plasma generator due to higher 
y/s value. The classical thermodynamics will treat the aspects of the time 
evolution as the density of low momentum partons increases rapidly and comes 
close to saturation. The same saturation is also supposed for low-momentum 
gluons. 
• Due to energy dependence, most of the processes at LHC will be semihard 
and hard processes. Qualitatively, in minimum bias events LHC is 2% soft 
and 98% hard in comparison to SPS (98% soft, 2% hard) and RHIC (50% 
soft and 50% hard). It is, therefore, clear that LHC physics can be very well 
treated in theoretical environment. 
• The higher number of observed particles will provide much accurate event-by-
event studies. 
• The ratio of the lifetime of the quark-gluon plasma state to the time for ther-
malization is expected to be large as compared to RHIC. 
• At LHC energy clear information could be disentangled from thermal photons 
and dileptons than at SPS and at RHIC energies. 
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Chapter 3 
The ALICE experiment and physics per-
spectives 
The exact relationship between phase transitions involving elementary quantum 
fields, fundamental symmetries of nature and the origin of mass will be studied 
at LHC energies. This study will help make a clear distinction between symme-
tries of the dynamical laws of nature (i.e., symmetries and particle content of the 
Lagrangian) and symmetries of the physical state with respect to which these dy-
namical laws are evaluated, i.e., symmetries of the vacuum or of an excited thermal 
state. Both these aspects of the symmetry breaking mechanism will be adequately 
addressed at LHC energies by a combination of complementary experimental ap-
proaches. 
ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb are the four experiments at the intersection of 
colliding beams which will detect the incoming particles. A layout of LHC structure 
is shown in Fig. 12. 
The spontaneously breaking of SU(2) X U(l) gauge symmetry of the electroweak 
theory results the Higgs particle(s). It may be mentioned that Higgs particle gener-
ates the mass of the electroweak gauge boson and the 'bare' mass of the elementary 
fermions. The search of Higgs particle(s) is the chief objective of the ATLAS and 
CMS experiments. LHCb will search for the production of B-mesons required to 
explain the asymmetry in particle behaviour that explains the missing antimatter 
in the Universe [16]. ALICE experiment is of major concern for us. Hence, issues 
relating to ALICE will be discussed. 
The physics goals of ALICE experiment can be summarized as follows [14]: 
The centrality, the number of participants in the interactions and the initial 
energy density will be determined by determining particle multiplicities, very 
forward energy flow (0 degree) and rapidity distributions. 
• 
• Two-particle momentum correlations will help study the space-time structure 
of the collision fireball. 
• Pr spectra of the dynamical evolution of the hadronic phase, particle ratios 
of identified hadrons (TT, rj, LU, (}), p, K, A, H, Q.) and direct photons will be 
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measured. 
• Event-by-event physics will be investigated. --
• Study of the resonance decays will be used for testing the chiral symmetry 
restoration. 
.• • . :'••- y 
• Various subdetectors will be used to investigate elliptic and directed flows. 
• Jet, jet quenching, open charm and bottom will be measured. 
tJto\y\i^ 
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Figure 12: View of LHC accelerator. 
3.1 The ALICE detector ^ . 
High cross-section p - p phenomenon can be addressed by the ALICE experiment 
which is mainly focused on heavy-ion physics at the LHC [17]. It may be of inter-
est to mention that study of the behaviour of nuclear matter at high densities and 
temperatures is the main aim of this experiment. QGP formation and its dynamical 
evolution, phenomena associated with the phase transition of rehadronization and 
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the evolution of the hadronic final state until freeze-out are the core of study on AL-
ICE. Additionally, it will measure a large set of observables, connected to hadrons 
and leptons as well as photons. 
ALICE is aimed to accumulate data on Pb - Pb collisions at ^/s = 5.5 TeV per 
nucleon pair. Rare processes such as jet transverse energy spectra and the produc-
tion pattern for bottomonium bound states are visualized to be measured. Different 
beam energies will be used in data analysis for the nucleus-nucleus collisions. Also 
intermediate-ion, d - A or a - A and p - p collisions, will be studied in order to vary 
the energy density of the colliding systems and to provide reference [18]. 
The detector mainly consists of three parts: 
• The central region, housed in the L3 magnet, is dedicated to the study of 
hadronic signals, dielectrons and photons, covering the pseudorapidity^ range 
-0.9 < ri < 0.9. 
• The forward muon spectrometer for identifying the muon pairs coming from 
heavy resonance decays, with angular acceptance of the spectrometer ranging 
from 171° to 178^ 
• The forward detectors with rj > 4.0 for the determination of photons, charged 
particle multiplicities and the collision centrality. 
A brief overview of the ALICE detector has been given below. Further details 
can be found in the ALICE Technical Proposal or in Technical Design Reports of 
each detector. Description of the central barrel and the forward detectors will be 
presented below and the issues concerning the forward muon spectrometer will be 
addressed in chapter IV. 
3.2 The central barrel 
The central region is inside a magnet (a large size solenoid with inner radius ~ 5 
m), the same which was used in L3 experiment. A full agreement between good 
^In the ultrarelativistic limit, where the particle momentum is larger than its rest mass, the 
rapidity y is well approximated by the pseudorapidity TJ: 
n 
T] = —ln{tan-) (25) 
where 9 is the angle between the particle momentum and the beam axis. 
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Figure 13: View of the ALICE detector. 
momentum resolution, low momentum acceptance and tracking efficiency leads to 
the field strength of 0.2T. In the central barrel covering pseudorapidity range -0.9 
< 77 < 0.9 an event-by-event study of some observables, particles ratio, pr spectra, 
HBT radii and the detection of the decay of particles with px < m, is possible. The 
particles having transverse momentum as low as ~ 100 MeV/c can be well identified 
and tracked [19]. 
An Inner Tracking System of Silicon detectors (ITS), a large Time Projection 
Chamber (TPC), a Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) and a Time of Flight 
(TOF) array together makes the central region. A RICH (Radiation Imaging 
Cerenkov) counter for the High Momentum Particle IDentification (HMPID) and 
an array of crystals for Photons detection (PHOS) will be near the mid-rapidity 
region. 
3.2.1 Inner Tracking System (ITS) 
The Inner Tracking System placed near the interaction point, where the particle 
multiplicity is the highest, [20] will determine the primary and secondary vertices 
to reconstruct charm and hyperon decays. It will cover the central rapidity range 
-0.9 < ?7 < 0.9 and identify and track the low-momentum particles which do not 
reach the TPC. This detector will improve the momentum and angle measurements 
of the TPC for carrying out HBT analysis. 
The ITS is made up of six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors, located at radii 
r = 4, 7, 15, 24, 39 and 44 cm. An efficient track finding and high-impact parameter 
resolution can be obtained by optimizing the number, position, and segmentation of 
the layers. In order to match tracks with those from the Time Projection Chamber 
(TPC) the outer radius is determined, while the inner radius is the minimum allowed 
by the radius of the beam pipe (3 cm). For the measurement of multiplicities of 
charged-particles the first layer has an extended acceptance {\r]\ < 1.98), together 
with the Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD), to provide a continuous rapidity 
coverage. 
Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD) are chosen for the innermost two layers, and Silicon 
Drift Detectors (SDD) for the following two layers because of high particle density, 
upto 80 particle per cm^,and to achieve the required impact-parameter resolution. 
The double-sided Silicon Micro-Strip Detectors will be used for two outer layers, 
where the track densities are below 1 particle per cm^. These detectors should 
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have thickness 0.4% XQ, XQ denotes the radiation length, in order to avoid multiple 
scattering effects and to achieve the required signal to noise ratio. The layers will 
have analogue readout for particle identification (by measuring dE/dx), except the 
two pixel planes. This will give the ITS a stand-alone capability as a low-px particle 
spectrometer. 
There are about 10''^  channels with one-bit information (signal above threshold) in 
two layers of pixel detector and Silicon Drift Detectors have about 1.4 x 10^ channels 
of 256-deep arrays of digitized 10-bit amplitudes, which are compressed in the front-
end electronics. Finally, 2.6 x 10^ channels of digitized amplitude information are 
used in the Strip Detectors. 
3.2.2 Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 
The main tracking detector in the ALICE central barrel, together with the other 
central barrel detectors, for charged-particle momentum measurements with good 
two-track separation, particle identification, and vertex determination is Time Pro-
jection Chamber [21]. When a charged particles passes through the gas of the TPC, 
it knocks the electrons out of their atoms, which drift in the electric field. The 
TPC will reconstruct the paths of the original charged particle by measuring the 
arrival of electrons at the end of the chamber. The amount of open charm and open 
bottom produced in the Pb - Pb collisions will also be measured by TPC together 
with TRD and ITS. It should separate the directly produced J/V^ from those coming 
from B-decay. 
The pseudorapidity region covered by TPC acceptance is \r)\ < 0.9 which is im-
portant for hadronic variable studies like the K/TT ratio. It will help determine the 
strangeness content of the fireball. It will collect a significant statistics for high mass 
and high pr electron pairs for the dielectron channel. 
The TPC is a 500 cm long (along the beam direction) cylinder with inner radius 
of about 85 cm, an outer radius of about 250 cm. This detector is made of a large 
field cage in which the mixture of 88 m^ of Ne and CO2 in 90% and 10% ratio is 
filled. This is needed to transport the primary electrons over a distance of upto 2.5 
m on either side of the central electrode to the end-plates. Multi-wire proportional 
chambers with cathode pad readout are mounted into 18 trapezoidal sectors of each 
end-plate. They have an overall active area of 32.5 m^. The inner radius has been 
chosen to have a particle density, on the cylinder surface, equal to ~ 0.1 particles 
per cm^. The outer one is due to the length required to have a dE/dx resolution 
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better than 7%, needed to study hadronic and leptonic signals in the region p^ < 
10 GeV/c. 
The total number of readout pads used to keep the occupancy as low as possible 
and to ensure the necessary dE/dx and position resolution is 560,000. The sizes of 
pads are: 4 x 7.5 mm'^  in the inner chamber, 6 x 10 mm^ and 6 x 15 mm^ in the 
outer chambers. The pads are sampled with a frequency of about 6 MHz which 
produces during the drift time about 3 x 10* 10-bit amplitudes, which are partially 
processed in the front-end. 
3.2.3 Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) 
Electron identification in the central barrel for momenta greater than 1 GeV/c is 
possible by the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) [22] of the ALICE. This is 
due to the fact that the pion rejection capability through energy loss measurement 
in the TPC is no longer sufficient. It can be used as an efficient trigger for high 
transverse momentum electrons because of fast tracking ability and this will enhance 
the recorded T yields in the high mass part of the dilepton continuum as well as 
high PT^  i/il). The TRD has the same pseudorapidity coverage (I77I < 0.9) as the 
other central barrel detectors and it fills the radial space between the TPC and the 
TOP detectors. 
The TRD consists of six individual layers for quality of electron identification. 
There are 18 sectors, to match the azimuthal segmentation of the TPC, and there 
is a 5-fold segmentation along beam direction, z. In total there are 18 x 5 x 6 = 
540 detector modules and each module is made by a radiator of 4.8 cm thickness, 
a multiwire proportional chamber, and by its readout electronics. To achieve 80% 
tracking efficiency (single track) and cover a total active area of about 736 m^ the 
cathode planes are segmented into pads with a ~ 6 - 7 cm^ area. The total number 
of readout channels is 1.16 x 10^. 
The readout chambers are filled with a mixture Xe and CO2 (85% and 15%) 
gases and there is a drift region of 3.0 cm separated by cathode wires from an 
amplification region of 0.7 cm in each readout chamber. The drift time is 2.0 //s, 
requiring a drift velocity of 1.5 cm//is. At extreme multiplicity (dNc/j/dr; = 8000) 
the pixel occupancy will be 34% [23]. For low multiplicity (dNc/i/d?7 = 2000) at p^ 
= 1 GeV/c a space point resolution in the bend direction of 400 //m can be achieved, 
whereas for full multiplicity, this resolution is degraded to 600 jim. after unfolding. 
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3.2.4 Time Of Flight (TOF) detector 
The Time Of Flight (TOF) detector of ALICE [24] is fully devoted to the particle 
identification in the intermediate momentum range (0.5 GeV/c < pr < 2.5 GeV/c) 
and covers the central pseudorapidity region {\r]\ < 0.9). It is a large area array 
with overall TOF barrel length ~ 745 cm. The whole device is located inside a 
cylindrical volume. The internal and external radii are 3.70 and 3.99 m. To cover 
the full length of the cylinder, three different types of modules are needed and all 
of them have the same structure and width (~ 128 cm) but different length. The 
total length of the central module, intermediate and the external ones, are 1.17 m, 
1.57 m and 1.77 m, respectively. 
Time Of Flight is an ultimate method for particle identification in the ALICE. 
This method is based on the fact that heavier particles are slower and so take longer 
to reach the outer layers of the detector. Multigap Resistive Plate Chamber (MRPC) 
detectors are used for TOF system. It is basically a gas detector with parallel plate 
chamber with resistive electrodes which quench the streamer. This allows to work 
at higher gains in avalanche mode. The total gas gap is split into sub-gaps, this 
leads to the advantage of a large total gas gap (looser mechanical tolerances and 
improved rate capability) and smaller gaps (time resolution improving). A final 
time resolution of 150 ps, including all sources of timing errors, will be achieved in 
the ALICE TOF detector. 
In the detailed simulation studies it was found that, with the chosen pad size of 
3.5 X 2.5 cm^ and the tilted strip geometry, the detector occupancy is ~ 16%, at 
the highest charged particle density (including secondary particles) with a magnetic 
field of 0.2 T. Lower values of the particle density or higher values of the magnetic 
field is expected to improve the occupancy (~ 7% for dNc/i/dry = 4000 and B = 0.2 
T; ~ 13% for for dKch/dr] = 8000 and B = 0.4 T) as expected. The detector has 
about 1.6 X 10^ readout channels with time information. 
3.2.5 High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID) 
The HMPID is designed to detect particles of momenta in the range 1 GeV/c < pr 
< 5 GeV/c, particularly, for the identification of pions, kaons and protons[25]. It is 
a single arm detector with an acceptance of 10% of the central barrel because above 
PT ~ 1 GeV/c the expected particle production yield is low. A RICH detector is 
used to detect fast moving charged particles by measuring the angle of the light 
emitted by fast moving particles in the medium. 
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The HMPID is made by seven modules of about 1.5 x 1.5 m^ each, mounted 
at a distance of about 4.8 m from the interaction point in an independent support 
cradle which will be fixed to the space frame in the 2 O'clock position. There are 
about 1.6 X 10^ readout pads in the detector, and 48 channels are multiplexed to 
one 12-bit ADC. 
The geometry of the radiator and the detector are chosen such that particles can 
be identified in the required momentum range, 1 to 5 GeV/c. The liquid radiator, 
CeFu, has an adequate refractive index and is transparent to cherenkov photons 
in this range. A solid Csl photocathode together with a MWPC is used to detect 
photons. 
3.2.6 PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS) 
The PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS) is aimed to measure the temperature of colli-
sions by detecting photons emerging from them. It is a high resolution electromag-
netic spectrometer. Lead tungstate, PbW04, crystals will be used in its fabrication. 
PHOS will be detecting the photons through scintillation and PbW04 is ideal to 
measure the high energy photons as its density is very high (denser than iron). It 
will cover a pseudorapidity range -0.12 < T] < 0.12, and 100° in azimuthal angle. 
PHOS is 460 cm away from the interaction point and positioned on the bottom 
of the ALICE setup. Its total area is ~ 8 m^. It is subdivided into five independent 
units (modules). Each module is segmented into 3584 detection elements arranged 
in 56 rows of 64 channels. Each channel consists of a 22 x 22 x 180 mm^ lead 
tungstate crystal coupled to a 5 x 5 mm^ Avalanche Photo-Diode (APD) and a low 
noise preamplifier. The total number of crystals in PHOS is 17920 representing a 
total volume of ~ 1.5 m^. Each PHOS module is equipped with charged particle 
veto detector — a MWPC with cathode pad readout. 
3.3 The forward detectors 
It is estimated through the measurement of the collision centrality that many QGP 
signatures show different features as a function of the energy density (e.g. char-
monia and bottonia production, strangeness). A good resolution on the centrality 
measurement is, therefore, required. 
A Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD), Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) and 
Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD) will complement the central detectors to study 
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the critical phenomena associated with phase transition. 
3.3.1 Photon Multiplicity Detector (PMD) 
The PMD is a preshower detector having fine granularity and full azimuthal coverage 
in the pseudorapidity region 1.8 < 77 < 2.6 [26]. It will be mounted on the L3 magnet 
door, 5.8 m from the interaction point on the opposite side of the muon spectrometer. 
Using the measured observables in the PMD, it will allow to: 
• determine the reaction plane and probes of thermalization via studies of az-
imuthal anisotropy and flow; 
• study the critical phenomena near the phase boundary leading to fluctuations 
in global observables like multiplicity, mean transverse momentum and pseu-
dorapidity distributions; 
• measure the charged particle multiplicity (Ng/i) in a common part of phase 
space and study the signals of chiral-symmetry restoration (e.g.disoriented 
chiral condensates); 
• study the observables X-^  and K^/Nch with full azimuthal coverage. 
The PMD is subdivided into three parts: a converter, a veto and a preshower. 
When a photon passes through a converter, it initiates an electromagnetic shower 
and produce large signals on several cells of the sensitive volume of the detector. 
But, the hadrons normally affect only one cell and produce a signal representing 
minimum ionizing particles. To keep high conversion probability of photons the 
thickness of the converter is optimized. The transverse shower spread is small so 
that the shower overlap can be minimized in a high multiplicity environment. 
The veto detector is used in front of the converter to reject charged particles. 
Both the preshower and the veto detectors are based on a honeycomb proportional 
chamber design. There are ~ 2 x 10^ cells in the entire detector, each cell having an 
area of 1 cm^. The honeycomb wall forms a common cathode, operated at a high 
negative voltage. The signal is read out from the anode wires at ground potential 
connected to the readout electronics. 
An event-by-event method can be used for measurement of multiplicity and spa-
tial distribution of photons. The PMD, therefore, will be able to study event shapes 
and fluctuations in the forward region (where large particle densities impose very 
severe constraints on the design of the detectors). The transverse electromagnetic 
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energy can be estimated by using the preshower PMD. 
A module is made in a rhombus array by 24 x 24 hexagonal cells to provide 
minimum dead spaces at the boundaries. 3 x 3 unit modules make a supermodule 
of side 80 cm. The total active area is ~ 10 m^. 
3.3.2 Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) 
Two sets of calorimeters will be used to estimate the collision centrality. They are 
located at opposite side with respect to the beam interaction point, at nearly 115 m 
from this. The Zero Degree Calorimeters will measure the energy of the spectators 
(nucleons not involved in the collision) [27]. This value decrease as the collision 
become more central. The number of interacting nucleons can be estimated by 
using the relation: 
N, = A - ^ (26) 
where A is the mass number of the ion, E5 is the energy carried away by the non 
interacting nucleons (spectators) and E^ is the beam energy per nucleon. 
There are two detectors, one for protons and one for neutrons in each set of 
calorimeters. Since their charge to mass ratio is different so it will be possible to 
separate spectator protons and neutrons from the beam particles with the use of 
the Dl LHC dipole. 
Each detector is made by quartz fibers embedded in a dense material and oriented 
to 0° with respect to the beam axis. The cherenkov light produced in the fibers is 
driven to photomultipliers. 
The neutron detectors, due to the constraints imposed by their location in the 
reduced space between the beam pipes, have dimensions 7 x 7 x 100 cm^ and used 
Densimet Tungsten alloy as a passive material whereas the proton devices, not 
subject to stringent geometrical constraints, have larger dimensions (20.8 x 12 x 150 
cm^) and are made by brass. 
3.3.3 Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD) 
The FMD is designed to measure the charged particle multiplicity in the range 
- 5.1 < 77 < - 1.7 and 1.7 < rj < 3.4 (over the full azimuth), outside the central 
acceptance where the charged multiplicity is measured by ITS. To this purpose the 
MCP (Micro Channel Plates) are been chosen. The FMD consists of mosaics of 
silicon pad detectors organized in 5 disks located close to the beam pipe. 
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For the determination of the event time, TO detectors are foreseen: 24 small 
cherenkov counters with photomultiplier readout covering 2.6 < rj < 3.3. 
The identification of the interaction vertex and a fast measurement of the event 
multiplicity will be provided by VO counters, a mosaics of scintillator paddles cov-
ering 1.6 < 77 < 3.9. 
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Chapter 4 
Forward dimuon spectroraeteriFabrication 
of zeroth chamber of Station 2 
With the dimuon spectrometer measurement of i/ip and t/) , T, T and T yields 
will be carriedout. Muons from semi-muonic decays of open charm and bottom will 
also be collected [28]. 
The idea is to reconstruct the tracks of muons with opposite signs in order to 
measure their momenta and the angles between the tracks. By measuring these two 
parameters the invariant mass of the muon pair, which is the mass of the resonance, 
can be calculated. To separate the different resonant states, the spectrometer re-
quires a mass resolution of 70 MeV/c^ in the J/z/^  mass region and 100 MeV/c^ in 
the T mass region as indicated in Fig. 14. 
The angular acceptance of the Spectrometer ranges in the interval 171'' to 178° 
with respect to the beam line corresponding to pseudorapidity range - 2.5 > rj > 
- 4. At small angles the acceptance is limited because of the space needed for the 
beam shield, which protects the chambers from background, while at large angles 
the choice is a compromise between geometrical efficiency and cost [29]. In this 
angular range, we are still in the rapidity plateau of heavy quarkonia production 
and the muon yield not coming from heavy quarkonia decays is also reduced, due 
to the higher momenta of hadrons (TT and K) and the correspondingly lower decay 
probability. 
The Muon Arm of the ALICE is made by: 
• a front absorber starting 90 cm from the Interaction Point (IP); 
• a small angle absorber placed around the beam pipe; 
• a dipole magnet placed outside the L3 magnet; 
• 5 tracking stations; 
• an iron absorber situated at about 15 m from the IP; 
• 2 trigger stations. 
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Figure 14: Mass distribution of unlike-sign dimuons with a pr cut of 3 GeV/c by 
simulation. The lower curve represents the continuum where both muons come from 
the decays of bottom quark. 
4.1 Tracking chambers 
The tracking system is made by ten chambers grouped into five stations. The first 
two stations are located after the front absorber, the third is inside the dipole mag-
net and the last two are between the magnet and the muon filter. Each station is 
composed of two detection planes in order to provide two-dimensional hit informa-
tion. 
In order to achieve the desired mass resolutions of 70 and 100 MeV/c^ respec-
tively in the }/ip and T mass regions, the tracking stations have to satisfy the 
following requirements: 
(i) a spatial resolution of the order of < 100 jim. in the bending plane to achieve a 
muon momentum resolution (5p/p < 1%; 
(ii) a resolution of about 2 mm in the non-bending plane, to reconstruct the angle 
of the muons and to guarantee an efficient track-finding; 
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(iii) an average material thickness less than 3% of XQ; 
(iv) to operate efficiently at hit densities up to 5 x 10"^ hits/cm^; 
(v) low sensitivity to photon and neutron background; 
(vi) a detection efficiency of > 95%. 
The chambers of the first two stations have a quadrant design while the larger 
stations, namely, 3, 4 and 5 have a modular structure composed of slats. All the 
chambers or slats are Cathode Pad Chambers (CPC). The active surface for each 
tracking station is given in Table 4.1. 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
Position along 
z direction (mm) 
5400 
6860 
9750 
12871 
14270 
Inner 
diameter (mm) 
364 
464 
630 
790 
790 
Outer 
diameter (mm) 
1766 
2290 
3088 
4182 
5220 
Number of 
channels 
119.368 
104.084 
165.376 
217.856 
257.024 
Table 4.1: Main features of the tracking chambers [30]. 
EHP Division, SINP, Kolkata and HEP Division, Physics Department, A.M.U., 
Aligarh are responsible for the design, fabrication and installation of the 2"'' Tracking 
Station. This station is designed to avoid any inactive area in the chamber. This 
is achieved by having an overlap between the active area of one quadrant and the 
frame of the other. This scheme of overlapping is exhibited in Fig. 15. 
The salient features of these large area CPCs are described below. 
• Two cathode planes in order to obtain position resolution both in bending and 
non-bending directions. 
• Sandwiched cathode planes using 25 mm Rohacell in order to provide the 
required rigidity to the 0.4 mm PCB boards. 
• Specific cathode segmentation is carriedout to keep the occupation around 6 
%. 
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Figure 15: A plane of the second tracking Station. 
• Anode PCBs are embedded in the non-bending frame to ensure the anode to 
cathode distance of 2.5 mm. 
• Central point fixation is done in order to maintain the desired anode-cathode 
distance within acceptable limits under an overpressure of 0.5 torr. 
• Flexible Kapton PCBs are used to connect cathode pads to the readout board 
(MANU). 
• All frames are made up of PEEK-GF30 (polyetheretherketone with glass fibre) 
as the frame has a radiation length of 240 mm. 
4.1.1 Zeroth chamber of Station 2 
Design criteria 
The chambers are to be made transparent ~ 2 - 3 % of XQ, XQ is the radiation 
length, to the minimum ionizing particles (MIP) to reduce multiple scattering and 
energy loss in the materials used to construct the CPCs. Thus, the frame has to 
be non-metallic and the cathode PCBs have to be very thin (0.4 mm). Alongwith 
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these constraints, the large gas detectors are to be constructed with cathode sur-
face planarity of 20 //m and uniformity of inter-electrode separation within 50 /^m. 
Thus, construction of these chambers is a challenging job. A mechanical calcula-
tion (ACORD software) was carried out at Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay 
for the first and second tracking stations to simulate the effect of different design 
parameters on the chambers and to seek optimum solutions towards the choice of 
the parameters. 
Simulation 
A detail account of the simulation results has been presented in the ALICE Internal 
Note (ALICE - INT - 2003 - 003). Following main conclusions from simulation 
studies have been drawn: 
• For the sandwich to be held rigidly at the boundaries, an overpressure of 0.5 
mbar leads to a deformation of 100 //m when the sandwich is made up of 25 
mm of Rohacells with a density of 51 Kg/m^ glued between two 0.4 mm glass 
epoxy boards. Similar results were obtained for Rohacell density of 31 Kg/m^ 
but with 30 mm thickness. 
• If the two cathode planes are bound together at a central point at a radius of 
751 mm, then the deformation improves by a factor of 4.5. 
On the basis of simulation results, it was decided to build a chamber with sand-
wiched cathode panels made up of 25 mm of Rohacells with a density of 51 Kg/m^ 
glued between two 0.4 mm FR4 boards. The panels have to be rigidly fixed to the 
frame and a central point fixation will be put near the centre of the chamber, where 
the pad density is low. 
Radiation length 
The other important consideration for the design of the chamber is the radiation 
length. The effective radiation length for one chamber including the electronics has 
been estimated by averaging the different materials over the complete surface. Its 
value over the active region of the detector (95 % of the area) is ~ 14 % X/XQ 
while in the region of overlap (5 % of the area) the value is 5.3 % (the radiation 
length of 9.5 mm frame is 3.3 %). However, to anchor the sandwich to the frame 
an additional 10 mm wide rib of PEEK GF - 30 was glued to the frame. Thus, over 
this width of 10 mm the radiation length in overlap region becomes 12.5 %. 
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Design details 
The final mechanical designs were made in accordance with the final choice men-
tioned above. 
1, The frames 
The frames were made out of PEEK GF-30 in six pieces in order to reduce the cost 
and were joined on the the tooling plate. The schematic of the six pieces of the 
frame is shown in Fig. 16. 
These pieces were joined by lap - joints to make one continuous frame. It is to 
be noted that all the joints are on the straight sections of the frame. Fig. 17 shows 
the front and side view of a lap - joint. 
.r>^ 
Figure 16: The six segments of the frame which will be machined separately. 
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Figure 17: The front (a) and side (b) views of the lap - joint on the bending plane. 
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2. Face B frame 
The assembled face B frame is shown in Fig. 18. The frame width in the active 
region of the chamber is 25 mm. The outer dimension of the frame was chosen in 
accordance with the installation guidelines. 
This frame has a O - ring groove of depth 1.8 mm and width of 2.2 mm. A 2 mm 
circular Viton O - ring will be mounted for sealing the gas. The positions of the gas 
feed-throughs are also shown in figure 5. The sections for gas inlet and outlet are 
also shown. The feed-throughs are connected to channels of length 40 mm. 
i?i • « 
—i)Wo» 
Figure 18: The design of face B (holding the bending cathode) frame. 
3. Face A frame 
The size and shape of the face A frame is identical to the bending plane. However, 
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the cross - section is different as this frame houses the anode PCBs. The anode 
PCBs (0.8 mm thick) are glued to the grooves of 1 mm. The grooves are then hand 
polished to achieve a flat and continuous surface for the non-bending frame so that 
the chamber can be made leak tight with the O ring on the Face B frame. 
4. The central point fixation 
The fixation point is at a radius of 751 mm which is away from region of high pad 
density. The design of the fixation piece is shown in Fig. 19. 
(T) Spacer 
(2> Cathode P C B ' ^ 
(3) " " Support 
C5> Gasket (Viton) 
(5 ) " holder 
(6> W^asher 
(J) Nut 
d) Glue 
Figure 19: The design of central point fixation. 
5. The rohacell 
The design of the rohacell is shown in Fig. 20. The holes are made to accommodate 
the flexible PCBs. The position of these holes are in accordance with the design 
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of the circuit side of the cathode PCB. Thus, the design of Face A and Face B are 
different. 
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Figure 20: The design of the rohacell foam. The sectional view along the marked 
line is shown at the bottom of the figure. The sectional drawing near the edge of 
the frame is shown in the box at the topright corner. 
6. The rib 
The rib was made in eight pieces of PEEK GF - 30. It has a width of 10 mm and 
height of 18.6 mm and is glued to the frame with epoxy resin (Araldite). This rib 
is necessary for: 
• Anchoring the sandwich firmly to the frame 
• To provide transverse tensile strength 
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The boundary of the Rohacell is glued to the rib of the frame. The mechanical 
exit board is then glued over the Rohacell and thus the rib anchors sandwiched 
firmly to the frame. 
Electronic design 
1. Cathode segmentation 
Zone 1 (smallest pads): 92 MANU boards = 5888 channels 
Zone 2 (medium pads): 75 MANU boards = 4800 channels 
Zone 3 (largest pads): 53 MANU boards = 3392 channels 
Radius in cm 
In the bending plane 
23.5 - 53.5 
53.5 - 90.5 
90.5 - 119.0 
In the non-bending plane 
23.5 - 53.5 
53.5 - 90.5 
90.5 - 119.0 
Zone 
Zone 1 
Zone 2 
Zone 3 
Zone 1 
Zone 2 
Zone 3 
Length in 
bending direction 
5 mm 
5 mm 
5 mm 
5 mm 
10 mm 
20 mm 
Length in 
non-bending direction 
7.5 mm 
15 mm 
30 mm 
7.5 mm 
7.5 mm 
7.5 mm 
Table 4.2: Pad sizes in bending and non-bending planes. 
A total of 14080 channels in the bending plane and also same in the non-bending 
plane. 
Therefore, Channels / quadrant = 28160 
Channels in Station 2 = 225280 
The number of blocks of 16(5 mm) x 4(7.5 mm) pads in zone 1 are 85. There 
are three special zones near the inner radius of the PCB. The pads near the inner 
boundary are connected in three separate motifs. Efforts are made to optimize the 
number of pads connected in this region through three MANU cards. 
In the pad zone 2 most of the motifs are groups of 16(5 mm) x 4(15 mm) pads. 
The row on the top is, however, made of motifs of 32 x 2 sequence. This was done 
to have only 12 rows of MANU cards to be connected to LVTTL bus. The total 
number of motifs in this region are 92. 
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The pads in zone 3 are of size 5 mm x 30 mm. The basic motif is similar to those 
of zone 1 and zone 2, i.e., 16 x 4. However, to connect pads the outer boundary, 
several special class of motifs have been used. The total number of motifs in this 
zone is 45. 
2. The solder side 
In each PCB, the pads are connected by plated through holes (PTH) to the solder 
side. The PTH points are connected to the bas connection pads etched on the solder 
side. A typical design of PCBs is shown in Fig. 21. The soldering points are gold 
coated and the board is solder - masked with tropicalised burnish. It is to be noted 
that there are three grounding points on each Kapton soldering pad. 
Figure 21: A typical design of the solder side. 
3. The anode PCBs 
The anode PCBs are embedded in the non-bending (Face A) side of the frames. 
These are to connect the anode wires to the HV supply. 
The anode wires are bunched in groups of four wires and are connected through 
a resistor (typically 2 MQ) and filtered with a 2.2 nF capacitor. Each wire is 
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stretched across by soldering (and gluing) it on the pads (2.5 mm apart on the 
horizontal direction) of anode PCB.. 
Fig. 22. shows the first anode PCB. It is a three layered board where the HV 
lines are through the middle layer, the pads are on the top layer while the bottom 
layer consists essentially of a ground layer. The total thickness is 0.8 mm. There 
are eight PCBs for each quadrant. 
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Figure 22: Anode PCB layout. 
4. The flexible PCBs 
The connections between the pad of the cathode planes and the front-end-electronics 
(FEE) are done by double-sided flexible Kapton PCBs. The design of the flexible 
PCBs is shown in Fig. 23. Each PCB contains 67 connections of which three are 
grounded. The pads on the PCB are connected to a 80 - pin connector. 
Figure 23: The layout of the Kapton PCB. 
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Construction procedure 
1. List of materials 
• Plastic (PEEK - GF 30) frames in six parts for face A (parts A, B, C, D, E 
and F) and face B (parts a, b, c, d, e, and f). 
• Cathode PCBs in eight parts for face A (parts SAl to SA8) and for face B 
(SBl to SB8). 
• Anode PCBs in eight parts only for face A. 
• Rohacell (Foam) 
• Mechanical exit board 
• Electronic exit board 
Apart from these major components some small components like; M3 and M4 
size screws and nuts, adhesive and gum, alcohol, paper tape, mylar tape etc. are 
also used in the fabrication. 
Following tooling materials also have been used at the different stages of the 
fabrication: 
1. Master plate: 1500 mm x 1500 mm, 25 mm thick alluminium alloy plate. 
2. PVC tooling plate: 1300 mm x 1300 mm, 25 mm thick. 
3. Granite table: 
(a) 1500 mm x 1500 mm, < 5 //m surface planarity. 
(b) 1500 mm x 1500 mm, < 7 //m surface planarity. 
(c) 1000 mm x 1200 mm, < 6 //m surface planarity. 
4. Frame for putting anode wires. 
5. Raising and lowering mechanism. 
6. Wire placing facility with accurate movements. 
7. 1500 mm X - 1500 mm Y movement with CCD camera (accuracy 12 /xm in 
X and Y). 
8. Moving plateform for PCB joining. 
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9. Tooling frame for resting rohacell before gluing / placing exit boards prior to 
gluing. 
10. Weight blocks: 1300 mm x 1300 mm, < 12 fim surface planarity, 1.5 ton 
iron block. 
11. Support rails: six bars with 15 mm x 40 mm x 60 mm in dimension, 10 /im 
parallel between top and bottom surfaces. 
12. Hundered lead blocks of 7.5 Kg and 5 Kg weights. 
13. Plastic sheets and wooden blocks. 
2. Assembly of non-bending (face A) and bending (face B) plastic frames 
The PEEK - GF 30 plastic frame parts were machined from 10.5 mm thick plates 
by CNC milling. The frames were fragmented into six parts. All the six parts had 
been cleaned and section A (a) was placed on the master plate. The position of 
section A (a) was fixed by inserting two dowel pins and then M3 screws were also 
inserted on the periphery. Same procedure was followed for sections C (c) and E 
(e). 
A thin film of glue was applied to the upper step at the sections A (a) - B (b) 
lap - joint (figure 17) and a small ridge of glue was made around the M3 screw holes 
in the joint. Calculated amount of glue was used to cover the step - down region of 
0.2 mm. Exactly similar trend was followed for the B (b) - C (c), C (c) - D (d), D 
(d) - E (e), E (e) - F (f) and F (f) - A (a) joints. 
Section B (b) was placed on the master plate and fixed by using dowel pins. The 
counter sunk screws were tighten at the A (a) - B (b) and B (b) - C (c) joints. The 
\13 screws had been inserted on the periphery of section B (b). Same things were 
done for section F (f). 
All the M3 screws were tighten on the periphery of the frame sections with a 
dynamometric tool. The seeping-out of glue was checked in all the sections and the 
whole assembly was left for 24 hrs. to get dry. After that the dowel pins from each 
section and the M3 screws were taken out. 
3. Joining of anode PCBs to non-bending (face A) frame 
The master plate with face B had been placed on a granite slab. The non-bending 
frame was inverted and placed on the master plate and screwed in. The frame where 
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the PCBs were to be fitted was glued and a thin coat of glue was also applied to the 
underside of PCBs and placed in an appropriate positions. The PCBs were allowed 
to sunk in, with a frequent mopping up of excess glue. Care was taken to see that 
the top side of PCB makes a smooth continuous with the frame. Curing time of 24 
hrs. was allowed before the frame is unscrewed from the Master plate. 
4. Details of assembly of face A and face B 
All PCBs and routing edges were inspected by high resolution CCD camera for 
faults in fabrication of PCBs, particularly the PTH points, gas tightness was also 
tested. For improper gas tightness, correction to be made locally with adhesive on 
solder side of PTH points. PCB cutting machine was used to cut the straight edges 
and slant edges by CNC routing (at factory). The rough dimensions were measured 
with micrometers / calipers / scales and thickness along the edges by depth gauges. 
Furthermore, the electrical continuity between pads and kapton soldering side was 
also measured. 
To join the two pieces of PCBs for face A, these pieces were kept on the granite 
surface which was covered by a 1/2 mm plastic sheet. But, for face B the two pieces 
can be join with out covering the granite surface. The PCB pieces, SAl (SBl) and 
SA2 (SB2), were placed side by side with pad sides up and aligned by naked eyes. 
The alignment was checked with CCD camera and a vinyl mylar tape was putted 
across the joint. The alignment was also checked by reversing the joined PCBs. The 
two pieces were fixed firmly on the granite surface with weights and paper tapes 
along edges. 
Adhesive was added on the line of joining by using a syringe and a 15 mm wide -
0.4 mm bare FR4 strip of correct length was kept above the adhesive. The pressure 
was given with the tooling strip and weight. After two hours weights and scrape 
of any excess adhesive were removed. A small amount of adhesive was added after 
about 12 hrs. along the edges to ensure gas tight joint with a reasonable safety 
factor. A 24 hrs. cure results a SAl (SBl) - SA4 (SB4) i.e. SAl-4 (SBl-4) joint. 
Parallel processes had been done for getting SA2-5 (SB2-5), SA3-6 (SB3-6) and 
SA7-8 (SB7-8). 
A PCB qudrilateral SAl-4-2-5 (SBl-4-2-5) was obtained by joining the SAl-4 
(SBl-4) and SA2-5 (SB2-5). The SAl-4-2-5 (SBl-4-2-5) parts were joined to extend 
the quadrilateral to SAl-4-2-5-3-6 (SBl-4-2-5-3-6). Finally, the quadrant face A 
(face B) was completed by repeating the above steps with SAl-4-2-5-3-6 (SBl-4-2-
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5-3-6) and SA7-8 (SB7-8). 
The completed quadrants of PCB, face A and face B were surveyed under a CCD 
camera to find the exact dimensions and also relative pad positions across the joints 
in both X (non-bending) and Y (bending) directions. 
5. Soldering of kaptons to PCBs (face A and face B) 
Each kapton PCB was scrutinised visually to check the correct alignment of the 
connector and the validity of the connections. 
Kapton was aligned with the solder pads on the cathode PCB, visually. It is 
important to check that all the 67 solder pads are visible through the PTHs on the 
kapton. Preliminary soldering on four corners, to check the correct alignment, was 
followed by spot soldering on all 67 soldering points of a single kapton. Soldering 
was done at a tip temperature of 275'' C and with 5% silver solder with no-clean, 
non acidic flux. 
The cathode PCBs were attached to a vertical rig to test electrical continuity 
and also visual inspection of soldering points. For corrections, a blown up visual 
with CCD was employed. The procedure was repeated to connect all the kaptons 
on face A and face B PCBs. 
6. Pasting of foams to the cathode PCBs of face A and face B 
The cathode PCB was placed on the covered granite surface and boundary regions 
were covered with tapes. The well marked (according to design of PCB of face A 
and face B) rohacell was cut in workshop. The underside of the rohacell was glued 
and kept on lowering mechanism using nylon stings. The wrapped (to avoid glue) 
kapton connectors were inserted into the plastic rolls from below. The kaptons were 
drawn into respective holes in rohacell after pulling the plastic rolls through rohacell 
holes by placing the rohacell on the cathode PCB. Later on the plastic rolls were 
removed. The kapton connectors were bend inside the holes before placing the iron 
weight over the foam layer. The iron weight supported by parallel bars was placed 
for 24 hrs. for curing. 
7. Joining of cathode PCB of face A / B to the frame (frame A / B) 
The aluminium master plate was kept with frame A / B turned upward. The master 
plate was covered with stretchable polypropylene/mylar/polycarbonate sheet (< 15 
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micron thick). The cathode PCB for face A / B was placed on master plate uniformly 
by placing weight on foam and exposed portion of the PCB. The plastic fram A / 
B was screwed down after putting it on adhesive which was at about 5 mm from 
the edges of the PCB all along the border of the PCB. After 8 hrs., a thin layer of 
adhesive was added along the inner edge of the frame. Cure for 24 hrs. was taken. 
8. Joining of exit board 
The assembly of the mechanical exit board was very much similar to putting of the 
rohacell on the PCB. 
Plastic rolls were again used to pull kaptons through the corresponding holes in 
the exit boards. An adequate amount of glue was applied on the rohacell. The exit 
board was pushed down on the rohacell after matching the holes of rohacell with 
holes in exit board. Excess glue was wiped and whole assembly was kept under the 
iron weight for 24 hrs. 
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Chapter 5 
Performance study of MANAS chip and 
cathode pad chamber 
5.1 MANAS chip: an overview 
It is interesting to mention that ASIC CMOS Integrated Circuits are essential parts 
of a variety of detectors used in particle physics experiments. The CMOS technology 
offers high compaction density, low power consumption. This technology also gives 
the combination of analog and digital circuits on the same chip, which are often a 
critical constraints for these detectors with a large number of readout channels. The 
ASIC design also has the flexibility to trade-off different design parameters to meet 
particular specifications. 
The Multiplexed ANAlog Signal-processor (MANAS) chip is one of these kinds 
fabricated by 1.2 //m CMOS N-well process at Semiconductor Complex Limited 
(SCL), Chandigarh, India. It is especially designed for the Front End Electronics 
(FEE) of the Cathode Pad Chambers (CPC) in Dimuon Spectrometer of the ALICE 
detector. 
MANAS chip has the basic operating principle and architecture similar to that 
of Gassiplex 1.5. It contains 16 input channels and one output channel. 
Figure 24: Schematic of MANAS chip. 
Each of the 16 channels of MANAS-16 is composed of several functional blocks. 
They are: Charge Sensitive Amplifier (CSA), Deconvolution Filter (DF), Semi Gaus-
sian Shaper (SGS), Track & Hold (T/H) and Analog Multiplexer (AM) that converts 
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16 parallel input to 1 serial output. One channel with all the essential building blocks 
is shown in Fig. 24. Figure 25 shows the timing sequence of the control signals and 
the simulated design parametrs are summarized in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 25: Timing sequence of the control signals for the MANAS-16 multiplexed 
readout. 
5.2 MANAS test bench setup 
The first version of MANAS chip (MANAS 1.2-l)was packaged in a Ceramic 48 PIN 
LCC and tested at CERN in J.C. Santiard's laboratory. A Gassiplex test board was 
modified for the testing of MANAS 1.2-1. It may be noted that MANAS 1.2-3 is 
the final version of MANAS. It was packed in a 7 x 7 mm^ 48 PIN TQFP plastic 
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Linear dynamic range 
Gain 
Input protection 
Peaking time 
Power dissipation 
Temperature coefficient 
Baseline recovery (< 1%) 
Analog readout speed 
Vdd/Vss 
Technology 
- 250 to 500 fC 
3.3 mV/fC 
2 kV (ESD) 
1.2 //s 
9 mW/channel 
0.08 mV/oC 
4.5 IIS 
10 MHz 
± 2.5 V 
SCL 1.2 //m CMOS 
Table 5.1: MANAS-16 design parameters. 
package. The total size of the packaged chip is 9 x 9 mm^ including the pins. A 
PC controlled GPIB based test bench (shown in Fig. 26) was developed at SINP 
for full characterization of MANAS. Tektronix TDS 520C digitizing oscilloscope was 
used for data acquisition. The three parts of this setup are described below. 
5.2.1 Signal generation 
Four pulse signals were necessary for testing of the MANAS. One pulse signal was for 
the input, and three more were necessary for the control signals. These were CLK, 
T/H and CLEAR. All pulse generators were synchronized by a common trigger from 
the input pulse generator. All these pulse generators are also GPIB programmable. 
5.2. Master controller 
A PC was configured as the master controller, which controls the relative sequences 
of pulses necessary for MANAS testing and measurements through GPIB interfacing 
with all other devices. It also acquires the measured data from the the measurement 
device. 
5.2.3 Measurement device 
A GPIB programmable digitizing oscilloscope was used for data acquisition. The 
resolution of the ADC (of any digitizing oscilloscope) can be dynamically set ac-
cording to the relation Vs x Vrf/256 (for an oscilloscope with 8-bit ADC), where V^ 
is vertical scale setting and V^ is the total number of vertical scale divisions. It then 
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Programmable MANAS T 
Figure 26: Schematic of MANAS test bench setup at SINP. 
turns out that for an oscilloscope with minimum V^ of 1 mV/div, the maximum 
resolution of the ADC can be set equal to 40 //V/bit that can increase the accuracy 
of noise measurement. Another advantage of these ADCs are that internal offset 
can be added and changed dynamically by programming the oscilloscope. 
The results of this test bench setup can be summarized in the following manner: 
• Mean calibration capacitance was found to be 0.21 pF (designed value = 0.2 
• pF). 
• Calibration capacitance RMS spread (including test-board parasitic spread) 
is 3 %. 
• Accuracy of cubic fitting of measured output voltage as a function of input 
charge is 1 %. 
• It is, therefore, possible to calibrate with accuracy of ~ 3 % and less with 
cubic fitting. 
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5.3 In-beam test of MANAS chips and MANU 
cards 
An in-beam test was carried out during October 28 - November 12, 2003 at CERN 
PS using the zeroth chamber the setup of which is shown in Fig. 27 with MANAS 
1.2-3. The MANAS chips were mounted in MANU (MAnas NUmerique) boards for 
the read out. This board does the analog and digital treatment of 64 channels (4 
MANAS chips). 
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Figure 27: In-beam test setup. 
The reference tracks were provided by a telescope consisting of ten planes of 
silicon strip detectors (SSDs). Five planes were used to measure the x-coordinate 
(H planes) while the other five measured the y-coordinate (V planes). They were 
arranged alternately along the beam axis as displayed in Fig. 27. A rough alignment 
of the tracking telescope was made online and then refined during the analysis 
procedure. 
5.3.1 Results obtained on MANAS 1.2-3 in-bean test 
Noise spectrum 
Noise was measured under the following conditons: - j 
• On a test bench for individual MANU card. 
• After putting the MANU cards on a bus line in different regions of the detector. 
• With the cathode pads connected and HV given, but without beam-on. 
• With a test signal through the common test input. 
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Noise spectrum for 32 MANAS chips connected on a bus board and with cathodes 
pads connected is plotted in Fig. 28. Distribution of channelwise noise values is 
shown in Fig. 29. 
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Figure 28: Noise spectrum over 32 MANAS chips mounted in 8 MANU cards. 
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Figure 29: Distribution of noise. 
Typical noise level of a MANAS chip on the test board varied approximately 
between 900 - 1000 electrons r.m.s. 
No appreciable change in the noise was observed with the MANU cards mounted 
on bus line. 
Noise spectrum showed a slight increase when the detector pads were connected. 
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No ground loop problem in any region of the detector was noticed. Average noise 
ranged between 950 - 1050 electrons r.m.s. 
Distribution of pedestals 
The pedestal distribution values for 32 MANAS chips mounted on 8 MANUs and 
put on the bus board and connected to cathode pads are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. 
1 MO -
Figure 30: Pedestals for 8 MANU cards. 
Pedestal distributions shown in Fig. 31 do not show any appreciable variation 
from those obtained on test benches. The width of the distribution is typically 
about 200 mV. However, the measured pedestal distribution for the MANAS chips 
are much narrower as depicted in Fig. 32. 
It is clear that MANU cards introduce a relatively large variation in pedestal 
distribution. This effect must be investigated and corrected, for such an effect is 
most likely to influence other important parameters, e.g., the gain, gain dispersion 
and linearity of the gains. The increase in pedestal will also reduce the dynamic 
range and increase the percentage of events with saturation of pulses, affecting 
the position resolution. An important criterion, therefore, for the acceptability of 
MANU card is that there should not be any appreciable change in the pedestals. 
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Figure 31: Pedestal distribution for 32 MANAS chips mounted on 8 MANUs (1 
ADC channel = 0.61 mV). 
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Figure 32: Distribution of total widths of pedestals for 500 chips supplied to ORSAY. 
The figure shows the distribution of S*'* channel. 
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Calibration of MANU cards 
The distribution of charge in the central pad hit in a cluster (which receives the 
maximum amount of charge) is shown in Fig. 33. It is observed that hardly 1 % of 
events have the central charge beyond 260 fC. Hence, we have fitted the calibration 
curves upto 260 fC and extrapolated the calibration for higher input charges. 
Calibration was done using a cubic fit to the equation: 
Q = ao*x + a i * x * x + a 2 * x * x * x (27) 
Calibration was done through the calibration points upto a level of 260 fC charge 
at the input to each channel. 
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Figure 33: Distribution of the mean pad charge for the central pad. 
The distribution of the linear coefficient, ao, is displayed in Fig. 34. The width 
of the distribution is about 14%, which is larger than that measured for MANAS 
chips (3 %) on bench tests. This discrepancy is envisaged to arise due to wrong 
biasing of MAXAS chip in MANU card. 
After a proper biasing in the on-line beam test during July, 2004 the width of 
the distribution of the linear term exhibited in Fig. 35 has been found around 3.8 
%, which is very nearly equal to the standard value. 
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Figure 35: Distribution of linear coefficient after proper biasing. 
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Alignment of SSDs 
Alignment of SSDs in PS run is a critical job. It has been observed that unless a 
critical selection of golden tracks are made by stringent cut on the chi squares for 
the fitting of the tracks through SSDs for both X and Y positions, a large scatter 
of expected hit positions mark the position resolution. We had set a criteria of 
getting a sigma of 6 - 8 micron for the individual SSD (Fig. 36) hit positions and 
accordingly set the chi square for fitting of the tracks. 
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Figure 36: Track fitting through one SSD plane under condition chi square < 0.1. 
Position resolution without correction in gain variation 
Positon resolution studies were carried out for different pad sizes and at different 
anode voltages with mostly six MANU cards. 
In Fig. 37, a typical histogram for position resolution is shown. The curve is 
generated without any gain correction. 
The plots of the residuals displayed in Fig. 38 clearly shows the effect of variation 
in gain. 
Position resolution with correction in gain variation 
As is clear from Fig. 39 and 40, that resolution improves significantly and the 
oscillations disappear on applying gain correction. 
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Figure 37: Uncalibrated resolution for 5 x 7.5 x 15 mm pad. 
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Figure 38: Oscillation in the residual plot due to gain variation. 
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Figure 39: Calibrated resolution for 5 x 7.5 x 15 mm pad. 
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Figure 40: Calibrated residual. 
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Observed salient features 
1. Oscillations are reduced in linear and quadratic calibration and significant change 
in behaviour is not observed. 
2. A small change (1 -2 %) in the slopes do not affect the resolution effectively. 
3. Resolution obtained with Mathieson fit and COG method do not vary signifi-
cantly. 
Variation of position resolution with HV 
The variation of position resolution values with high voltage is shown in Fig. 41. 
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Figure 41: Variation of position resolution with anode voltage. 
In Fig. 41 it is noticed that with higher voltage the resolution improves. This 
is because at higher voltage the cluster sizes are bigger and thus the accuracy in 
fitting with Mathieson function increases which leads to a better hit reconstruction. 
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5.3.2 Conclusions 
Analysis of the data leads to the following important conclusions: 
• Noise of MANAS chips are within the accepted range and MANAS chip is 
acceptable for the Front End Electronics (FEE) of the tracking chambers. 
• The MANU cards introduce extra width to the intrinsic pedestal variation. 
However, considering the average charge per pad, it may be stated that the 
dynamic range of the chips adequately covers the increase in pedestal width. 
• The gain variation and non-linearity of channels improves. 
• Calibration through test input fairly reproduces the expected position resolu-
tions. 
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